Trawling Through Time
The aim of this exhibition is two-fold: to extend the history of boat and shipbuilding in Beverley beyond the remit of the
previous ‘Shipyard’ exhibition presented in 2004, and to represent a culmination of the Trawling Through Time project
undertaken over the past year in the East Riding Archives and Local Studies. This latter project arose from the donation of
a large number of ships plans from Cook, Welton & Gemmell, which have now been scanned and catalogued by a team of
volunteers and are available to view online.

Early boat building in Beverley
Today there are many local folk who still have personal memories of their
time working at the shipyards in Beverley. Usually they are remembering
Cook, Welton & Gemmell or C.D. Holmes but boat and ship building were
flourishing here long before these recent recollections.
The favourable location of Beverley on a navigable river (certainly by
medieval standards) which gave access through Hull and the Humber,
not only to the larger towns of Britain but also to Europe, was a real
advantage. The town, through its early ecclesiastical connections, became
an important place for trade and industry to develop, all of which needed
good transport links particularly by water.
Another key factor in early boat building in Beverley was the development
in and around the Beck. One of several springs which emerge from the foot
of the Wolds, Walker Beck (known simply as the Beck from as early as the
mid-13th century), ran through the town and into the River Hull. Constant
scouring of the bottom and some straightening produced a waterway
passable by boats right up to the edge of Beverley itself. Around Beckside
there developed a miniature port handling waterborne goods and a means
of importing raw materials and exporting finished products. Early trade
activities here included leather working, wool cleaning, milling, brick and
tile making, and, of course, boat and ship building.

Lying only 3 miles from the Beck the growth of Meaux abbey in the 12th
century provided an important market for boats and ships to transport
their wool. It is known that the abbey had its own fleet of large cargo ships
and boats designed to take their products through Beverley and Hedon.
An agricultural estate of such a large scale, very much dependent on water
transport, would have required many specialist tradesmen, of which ship’s
carpenters would surely have been important.
Beverley’s Baines Directory of 1823 has a reference to early shipbuilding:
“The first instrument relative to the building of Barges in Beverley bears the date in the
10th year of King Edward III (1336). Philip, King of France, who supported the cause
of David II (of Scotland), had manned and equipped a fleet which gave uneasiness to
the English monarch. Orders were issued to most of the maritime ports in the Kingdom
(of which Beverley was one) to furnish vessels to oppose this armament, and several of
the principal burgesses had been ordered to attend the King at York on this affair. On
the 18th January another mandate was issued requiring the burgesses to furnish ships,
the expense of which were to be defrayed by the town.”
What was built in Beverley and who paid for them is not stated, nor is
it known whether any of the vessels were engaged on the King’s behalf.
However, important English victories over the French by Edward’s son, the
Black Prince, at Crecy 1346 and Poitiers 1356 certainly provided relief for
the King.

Beverley’s shipyards
Early records seem to imply that boat building was carried out mainly on or
around the head of the Beck: in 1407 a man was fined for boat building at the
head of the Beck, and in 1467 attempts were made to ban boat building without a
licence in the upper reaches of the Beck.

Grovehill
shipyard

By the end of the 18th century the main shipbuilding industry had become
concentrated to the east of the town on the river Hull at Grovehill, and this
was the location that
developed into the shipyard
remembered by people
today. However, wooden
boat building and repair
also continued at the
entrance to the Beck well
into the 20th century, and
a further iron shipbuilding
yard was located on the
opposite (Weel) bank of the river until the 1930s.
In addition to looking at all these yards this exhibition also includes the story of
the ferry / bridges that linked the two sides of the river as this story is inextricably
linked to that of the shipyards.

Scarr’s
shipyard

Carpenters’ yards
on the Beck

1910 Ordnance Survey map showing the location of Beverley’s shipyards
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The Grovehill Shipyard
Richard Hopwood (1763-1792)

Day & Smith (1796-1816)

Maintaining adequate depth in the Beck was a recurring problem and a
constant drain on Council funds. It was necessary to remove sludge to an
average depth of 3ft to make the bottom of equal depth to the River Hull.
The Council decided to fund a boat from Beck revenues for the purposes
of dredging and cleansing the Beck – they awarded the contract to build
the boat to Richard Hopwood the tenant of a “small shipyard at Grovel”
(Grovehill).

Between 1796 and 1816 ship’s
carpenters Day & Smith rented
the yard from John Lockwood.
Apprentice rolls show that they
trained 21 apprentices, among them
Henry Harrison and his son William.

In 1792 the tenancy of Richard Hopwood’s yard at Grovehill was taken over
by John Lockwood, an influential Beverley business man – he was elected
Mayor of Beverley on 3 occasions. Lockwood himself was not a ship builder
but from 1796 to 1815 he sub-let the yard to Thomas Day and William (and
later John) Smith in Beverley. In 1827 John Lockwood also paid first rent
for his ‘dock on the lock’ on the Beck (see Carpenters’ Yards). Although he
died the following month his executors maintained a grip on the Grovehill
shipyard for another decade.

The Harrisons at Grovehill
(1820-1840)
Henry Harrison signed indentures with ‘William Smith & Co, shipbuilders of
Grovehill’, in February 1796. The Harrison family probably lived for many
years at the Nag’s Head on the shipyard site and also acted as victuallers for
the public house. Henry’s son William was the last apprentice to serve time
with John Smith in 1815, and the Apprentice Rolls from 1824 to 1847 show
that the Harrisons enjoyed a monopoly of recruitment at the Grovehill Yard.
Nine ship launches from 1820 to
1837 were attributed to Henry
Harrison as shipbuilder including,
in 1829, the sloop BEVERLAC
which was built for Pennock Tigar
and “destined for the London
trade”.
Henry Harrison died in October
Vessels built at the Grovehill yard between
1837, the cause attributed to
1785 and 1849. See supplementary sheets for
“excessive drinking”, presumably
information on brigs and sloops.
an occupational hazard for the
occupant of a remote hostelry with little passing trade. His shipbuilding
business passed to William who became the tenant of both the Grovehill
and Lock shipyards until his death in March 1849. Seven ships were built by
William at the Grovehill yard, although the last (the BEE) was listed under
his widow Sarah’s name in August 1849.

John Hazlehurst (1857-1869)
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There was a brief hiatus in ship building at the Grovehill yard after the
death of William Harrison in 1849. Tenancy passed briefly to George Porter,
a merchant and keel owner from Hull, but the overhead of “house, land
and shipyard” for which he had no need caused him to surrender the yard
but retain the “house and lands” in October 1850.

The area leased by John Lockwood from 1792 until his death in 1827.
Lockwood’s tenancy covers the green area between the river Hull and the
Beverley and Barmston Drain.

In 1857 John Hazlehurst took over the “shipyard, work sheds and mold loft
late occupied by William Harrison”. Seven ships were attributed to Messrs
Hazlehurst at Grovehill, between June 1857 and July 1869. However,
because they were also building at the Lock yard it is not clear which were
launched from Grovehill and which on the Beck.
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From Grindell 2008, reproduced by permission of the author

John Lockwood (1792-1827)

From Grindell 2008, reproduced by permission of the author

In 1763 Richard Hopwood had been granted permission to erect “a shade
(shed) for boat building at Grovel” and in 1767 – presumably on the success
of his dredger – his lease on this estate was extended to 70 years. This
extension of the lease is significant because after Hopwood ceased working
in 1792 the tenancy was reassigned by the Council to John Lockwood and
important developments followed. The Hopwood family, Richard and then
together with his son Thomas, were certainly important figures in the
development of Beverley’s shipbuilding industry. Shipping Registers for the
period spanning the 18th to 19th centuries do not show the names of ship
builders but Beverley Corporation’s
Apprentice Rolls do record the
names of apprentices associated
with Richard Hopwood and
Thomas Hopwood. Between 1756
and 1791 the Hopwoods trained
24 apprentices, clearly indicating
that their yard was flourishing.
Two large ships of 185 and 109
tons were listed as being built at
Table of Richard and Thomas Hopwood’s
apprentices between 1756 and 1791
Grovehill in 1785-6.

During the Napoleonic Wars the
industry grew and the number of
Day & Smith’s apprentices, 1796-1815
shipwrights and carpenters rose.
Ships of several hundred tons were
being built, including the COMMERCE, a brig of 177 tons in 1802 and the
largest ship launched in this period, the ISABELLA of 287 tons, in 1804. A
total of 14 ships were built by Day & Smith between 1798 and 1816.

From Grindell 2008, reproduced by permission of the author

The early years

From Hull Daily Mail, 28 Aug 1895
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Records show that during their time at Grovehill, from 1884 to
1900, Cochrane’s produced 289 steam trawlers – an average of
about 16 vessels per year. There are no indications that trade
at Cochrane’s was falling off significantly despite a slump in
From Yorkshire Post, 24 April 1899
the shipping industry, but problems arose from an engineering
strike in 1898 and a disastrous fire in April 1899 when “practically the whole of the shipyard
was totally destroyed”. Seven or eight trawlers were on the stocks at the time, the most
urgent of which were moved to the yard in Selby which Cochrane’s had acquired in 1897. In
1900 they decided to move their entire manufacturing base to Selby. The last vessel built by
Cochrane & Cooper in Beverley, the RINALDO, was launched in August 1900.

Cochrane’s employed about 400 people and specialised in
manufacturing iron hulled, screw propelled, steam fishing
trawlers including, in September 1892, the first-ever steam
central twin screw vessel, designed to reduce wash and
protect river banks. Most of the engines fitted to these vessels
were made by C.D. Holmes of Hull who maintained a close
relationship with the yard for many years.

The business which took over the lease of the Grovehill yard in
April 1884 had a more significant impact on shipbuilding and
employment in Beverley. Known generally as Cochrane’s, the
The shipyard, c.1880
company traded successively as Cochrane, Hamilton & Cooper;
Cochrane, Hamilton, Cooper & Schofield until 1886, then Cochrane, Cooper, & Schofield until
1892, then Cochrane & Cooper, which ultimately moved to Selby in 1900.

Cochrane et al (1884-1900)

The development of the shipbuilding industry towards iron hulled vessels attracted Vulcan
Ironworks Co., a Hull company of established metal workers, to enter the ship building
business. In August 1882 they moved into the Grovehill site and
commenced production there. However, this venture was short
lived and by 1884 the company ceased manufacturing and went
into voluntary liquidation. The available records indicate that
From Hull Packet, 7 Dec 1883
only 4 iron steam trawlers were built in this short period.

Vulcan Ironworks (1882-1884)

Plan showing Scarr’s shipyard on the
east bank of the river, and (inset) the
same area today.

The yard seems to have been quite busy up to WW1 and, as with many other manufacturing companies, the war years probably
proved lucrative. However, post-war their business went into a steady decline. An attempt at revitalising the business came in
1931 when A&E Woodward & Co, marine engineers in Hull who were supplying engines for Scarr’s vessels, took an interest in the
company, but this only lasted until 1938 when the shipyard finally closed. Today there is little evidence to show that a shipyard
ever existed on the Weel side of the River Hull. A concrete slipway on the bankside about 100m to the north of Weel bridge
seems to be the only reminder of a once innovative and busy shipyard.

In contrast to other important shipyards in Beverley, (Cochrane’s and Cook, Welton &
Gemmell), records indicate that Scarr’s were not building vessels principally for the fishing industry – instead they built keels,
sloops, lighters, barges and tugs, most of which were for use for inland or coastal commercial trade.

The partnership between Joseph and Henry was
dissolved in 1897, although the reason for the split is
unknown. Henry set up a business at Hessle Haven on
the Humber which eventually became Dunstan’s shipyard. Joseph Scarr & Sons continued
to build both iron and wooden ships until 1931, and re-founded as Scarr’s Shipbuilding Co
which operated until 1938. Although Joseph Scarr (known as ‘Joss’) died in 1918 he was
succeeded by his son George who continued to run the business.

Thought to be Scarr’s Navigation
Ironworks c.1880 but the location is
unconfirmed.

In 1892 Joseph Scarr bought an oddly-shaped parcel
of farmland on the east bank of the river Hull near
Weel. Here he dredged the river and piled the
banks, building a substantial shipyard with slipways
and hardstandings. A platform had to be built up on
the low-lying land for the workshops.

In 1871 Joseph and Henry Scarr established the Navigation Iron Works at the head of the
Beck, to the east of the Foresters Arms which was managed by their father. They described
themselves as “Engineers, Millwrights, Boiler makers, Brass and Iron founders, Steam Ship
Builders”. Joseph had learned his trade as a ship’s carpenter serving an apprenticeship with
John Harrison at the “Dock on the Lock”. Henry had been a blacksmith’s apprentice. By 1880
their skills as shipbuilders were becoming known. In 1882 they built two iron ships, the first to
be built in Beverley, and launched them onto the Beck. In 1884 they also built a 70ft dredger
but this was too large for the Beck and had to be transported down to the River Hull for
1892 OS map showing the Navigation launching. During the 1880s the Scarr brothers expanded their business, taking advantage of
Ironworks at the head of the Beck.
the release of 200-300 skilled iron workers from the closure of Beverley Iron & Waggon Works.

requiring larger and more powerful vessels. These changes coincided with the release of large numbers of
skilled iron workers as a result of the closure of the Beverley Iron and Waggon Works (formerly Crosskill’s).
Two companies, Vulcan Ironworks and Scarrs’, took advantage of this situation and started to develop an iron
shipbuilding industry in Beverley.

Joseph and Henry Scarr (1871-1938)

From the middle of the 19th century there was massive growth in the fishing industry in Hull, from 453 tons
of fish dispatched from the port in 1854 to 47,000 tons in 1880, particularly as a result of the discovery of the
Silver Pits fishing grounds near the Dogger Bank. From the 1880s there was also a shift from the traditional
fishing smacks to steam trawlers. During the 1890s Britain’s trawlers also started to fish further afield,

The growth of the fishing and iron shipbuilding industries
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Steam trawler St Merryn under
construction in 1924 after production
of trawlers had resumed.

Launch of ADMIRAL TOGO in August
1904. Subsequently wrecked off
Stafsnes, Iceland in 1913 with loss of
all 12 crew members.

At the launch of the steam trawler
PENELOPE at Hull in September 1895.
The two men marked are William Cook
(left) and William Gemmell (right).
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From Sept 1914 the Admiralty began to requisition large numbers of
newly-completed trawlers for auxiliary patrol and minesweeping duties
with the Royal Navy, but CWG also continued to build trawlers for the
mercantile fishing fleet. However, because of the severe reduction of
fishing opportunities caused by enemy action (and minefields) it was
decided in 1917 that all remaining trawlers would be requisitioned and
placed under the white ensign in a special ‘fishery reserve’. These vessels
continued to fish in small fleets, some of the number being given guns for
self-protection.

The First World War

The first vessel built by CWG at Beverley was the steam tug HUNTSMAN,
launched on 13 Feb 1902. During 1902 twenty vessels were launched
in Beverley, and the same number at the yard in Hull. Throughout the
history of the yard, vessels after launch were towed as empty shells down
the river for fitting out in Hull. From 1904, after failing to renegotiate
secure tenure of their Hull premises, CWG concentrated their production
in Beverley.

During the 1890s Britain’s trawlers began to fish further afield and started
to exploit the rich Icelandic grounds during the summer months. This
change led in turn to the need for bigger and more powerful vessels with
increased capacity for fish storage and fuel bunkers. As the shipbuilding
industry expanded to meet this demand Cook, Welton & Gemmell (CWG)
extended their business into Beverley in 1901 by acquiring the Grovehill
shipyard that had been occupied since 1884 by Cochrane’s.

A total of eight sailing smacks were built in Hull by Cook, Welton &
Gemmell in 1885 but by this time many fleet owners were demanding
the new steam-powered trawlers. Cook, Welton & Gemmell’s first steampowered trawler was IRRAWADDY, launched in December 1885.

In 1883 William James Cook, Charles Keen Welton and William M
Gemmell established their shipbuilding firm in Hull. In January 1885 they
launched their first vessel, PRECURSOR, from the slipway of the Humber
Iron Works Shipbuilding and Engineering company near Sammy’s Point at
the entrance to the River Hull.

Launch of the steam trawler VERA
in July 1907. She was requisitioned
as a minesweeper in 1915, returned
to trawling in 1920 but was
wrecked south of Iceland in 1925.
The men in the small boat are
responsible for retrieving the timber
wedges from the river.

Launch of schooner KING EDWARD
in March 1902, the second vessel to
be built at Beverley.

By the end of 1938 the worst effects of the overall economic
depression were reducing and once again orders for trawlers resumed.

By the 1930s there were again too many trawlers in the fleet, and
their level of efficiency meant that too much fish was being landed,
resulting in depressed prices. At the same time there was a severe
commercial and industrial depression worldwide, which meant that
large amounts of good quality fish were being left unsold and turned
into fish meal. Trawlers were therefore laid up or traded at a loss. 1931
was a particularly bad year for the British fishing industry, and in the
following year only four trawlers were built at the Beverley yard. Over
the next six years the yard was kept going with orders for four tugs,
two pleasure boats, one water boat and a pontoon.

The potential for consequences to local engineering firms such as
C.D. Holmes, which had long been involved in fitting out the ships, led
to them taking the majority of shares in the restructured company.
H.E. Sheardown, nephew of Charles Denton Holmes, was appointed
chairman of the new company.

In 1925 CWG launched their first oil-burning vessel, WILLIAM
SCORESBY, a research ship bound for the South Atlantic, but problems
with this vessel meant CWG were unable to pay their creditors and
faced bankruptcy. They went into liquidation but managed to continue
trading in the hands of the Receiver.

Between 1924 and 1937 the fishing industry revived, with CWG
playing a major role in the resulting expansion of Hull’s fishing fleet.

After the war the orders that had been delayed could be completed,
but the return of surplus trawlers from the Admiralty resulted in
overcrowding of the market with ready-made vessels, and orders
slumped. No new trawler orders were received from 1921 until mid
1924, during which time CWG decided to build three small trawlers
‘on-spec’ to provide employment for the workforce. No new vessels
were launched at all in 1923.

The 1920s and 30s

Established originally in Hull in 1883 the firm of Cook, Welton & Gemmell was associated with Beverley’s Grovehill shipyard for 62 years, from 1901 until their eventual demise in 1962 although the yard itself struggled on
under different managements until 1977. During their 80 year history CWG built some 1317 vessels, including trawlers, minesweepers, tugs, coasters and pleasure boats. The classic sideways launches were a feature of
Beverley life, and the Grovehill shipyard became one of Beverley’s largest employers.

Cook, Welton & Gemmell - the early years
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The shipyard during World War Two
As war drew nearer the Admiralty began to order ships for the Royal Navy, including 2 corvettes and 2 minesweepers from the Beverley yard. In 1939
several large trawlers were purchased for conversion to anti-submarine vessels. Between 1939 and 1945 CWG built 88 vessels for the Royal Navy and 5
for the Ministry of War Transport. Information in this panel is based on oral history memories of the yard during the war.
“In the 1940s there were minesweepers built there with 2 skins of
aluminium and mahogany planking. It was all hand stuff during the war.
There was only one hand crane on the jetty side and all the steel work
was lifted up with pole derricks and hand windlasses. It took maybe 2 or
more men on a hand windlass and 2 on a hand crane.” Jack Coates
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“They were making them as trawlers, but they was fit with the proper
gun, big solid plate on the fork on top and all bracketed underneath in
case they needed to put a gun on there. ...And then a few years after
they made some proper minesweepers, made of aluminium and wood,
and you know, that was an experience for us. Wood and aluminium, and
aluminium, oh it’s terrible stuff to work with, oh dear. You know, you
couldn’t bend it like steel and you couldn’t warm it up like steel because
if you warmed it up but it was a little bit too hot it used to disintegrate.”
Les Shaw
“They built a couple of Corvettes and that. But once I started it was
regularly, well, they called them Military Class trawlers, they were
mine-sweeping trawlers, they were trawlers to all intents and purposes,
because the idea was to build them like trawlers and then, when it was
over, they would be easy to convert back into fishing. They built a couple
of tank landing craft and tugs, naval tugs, but it was mainly variations
on a trawler.” Jack Coates

Above: the shipyard in 1938, before the war.
Below: the shipyard in 1944 after construction of a new Admiralty shed at the north end.

“I enjoyed working [at the shipyard] really but I realised it wasn’t for
me but … as an apprentice welder you come out the end of it as a damn
good welder because they welded aluminium which was in its infancy
at the time, there wasn’t many people who could weld aluminium. And
of course they finished up building some mine sweepers there nonmagnetic out of aluminium and coastal and inshore mine sweepers
which were non-magnetic even down to the knives on board were
plastic.” Richard Brice

Military Class vessel, H.M.T. HOMEGUARD, launched
July 1944, returned to fishing fleet in Grimsby after the
war and renamed LOYAL.

HMCS WHITETHROAT, a controlled mine layer completed
for the Royal Canadian Navy in 1944.

“Building a landing craft, actually they were just like
a floating box to look at, we were used to trawler
type vessels, which just sat on a keel, they were like
a platform of wood to build it on, it was a totally
different type of thing to build and it did slow things
down a lot. They built a few tugs towards the end
of the war, but during war they were just military
class trawlers. There were some variations, maybe a
different gun platform.” Jack Coates

Courtesy of Derek Grindell

“Mr Twile who was the managing director then, he’d been a preacher in
the chapel, he wouldn’t have women working in the shipyard, some of
the other yards had women, on the Clyde they had women painters and
women heating rivets, and he said they’d do more damage than good if
we had them here.” Jack Coates
“[The war] did Beverley quite a bit of good in some ways, because the
tanyard was very busy and the shipyard which had been languishing
pre-war came into its own and was so busy because instead of building
trawlers which they had done they were building minesweepers. They
were quite renowned and had a wonderful yard manager who’d come
from the Clyde and was very well regarded by the workforce. He was
one reason why the shipyard flourished, it was still pretty busy after the
war.” Mrs E.M Wigham

Courtesy of Stefan Ramsden

Girls on a walk through the shipyard, in 1939. Can you
imagine being able to do this in a shipyard today?

From Stefan Ramsden

“The riveters had the hotting fire to heat the rivets, in winter they had to
douse the fires before the blackout. I can remember working as a boy in
the mould loft a ship came into Hull and it had hit a mine and they had
to shave some frames in a rush and I remember working all weekend to
get that ready.” Jack Coates

Courtesy of Joan Binns

“We had air raid shelters and … I was a Messenger boy and I had to go
and run errands if the bombs dropped. … And there weren’t telephones
or anything …and yeah, when the siren was going, then we used to
either dash into the shelter or wait for the enemy coming over. Oh yeah
they never bombed us, I thought they would have done because they’d
be able to see the water, the river with the lights and everything. If they
followed the river, they’d come to the shipyard. But they were mainly
interested in Hull.” Brian Wardill

K66 (BEGONIA), a Flower Class Corvette built for the
Admiralty in 1940.

Courtesy of Derek Grindell

“We joined the Home Guard, the shipyard platoon and we used to do
manoeuvres on Figham. … We were trained by an army sergeant at first
and then the chap who worked in the design office at the shipyard who’d
been in the Territorials but was exempt from the army during the war
on account of being a shipyard worker. … Most people from the shipyard
were in the platoon. … You kept the uniform but the rifle was kept in the
stores at the shipyard. If we were invaded we would go and get it from
the store. … The shipyard was working on corvettes and minesweepers
and they made aluminium ships covered in mahogany so they were nonmagnetic towards the end of the war.” Reg Walker
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“If you was a shipbuilder or a coalminer you didn’t have to fight, it was
like a guaranteed occupation, reserved occupation. And they said there
were people who hadn’t worked at the shipyard for years were jumping
over the gate to get back in.” Bruce Grozier

Preparing to launch the tank landing craft L.C.T. (3)
7038, one of two built for the Admiralty in 1944.
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Presenting gold medals to shipyard trade
union men, c.1970

Ready to collect the keel blocks after a
launch, c.1970

Bill Godson and friend, riveters, 1935

A team of platers, two of whom are
Walker brothers, 1930.
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“Some of the blokes they was strict and they told you like, if you
got out of benefit, I think it was if you missed three payments on
your Union, you was sent home. You couldn’t work. Until the next
fortnight when you could pay your Union. And that was it. And then
if you did that you become a second class member. You want to be a
fully-fledged first class member.” Ken Barley

“There was a shop steward in every section. If anyone died, the
union man would be stood at gate when we came in at dinner time,
announced a meeting, and they’d announce: “so and so has passed
away, and I’ll thank you for four pall-bearers” They used to ask for
volunteers for pall bearers. If it was a caulker, there’d maybe be four
caulkers would volunteer. Then everyone got levied maybe a shilling
to pay for those blokes, who lost a day’s pay.” Tom Chambers

“They had this like fund they used to put in, in the shipyard itself and
then all this, if anybody was off sick or needed some help for anybody
they used to sort of dig into these funds.” Mary Wiles

“You had to be in the Union…that’s how it was, there was
demarcation, this was a welders job, and that was a platers job and
all this. You wouldn’t do anything if it weren’t your job. ...Say we
were doing the keels, you’d come to a keel block what used to hold
the keel up, what shipwrights had put there, but you couldn’t knock
it out, you had to get shipwrights and they used to come and knock
‘em out.” Tom Chambers

Everybody had to be in the Union

“They tended to encourage fathers to have their sons in the yard you
see. And that made easier for discipline because if the foreman was
having trouble with an apprentice he’d just go and tell his father and
his father would go and tell him ‘You do as you’re told’. And this is
why they like relatives and this is how it worked.” John Cooper

“All the family worked for the shipyard, so my grandad said, why
don’t you come down to the yard with us lot. So I went down and
had an interview, I think it was a chap called Percy Needham, and
he said ‘what’s your name?’ and I said ‘Bruce Grozier’. He said, ‘oh,
I’ve never heard of that one before’, so I said ‘well all the family are
Pearsons, my grandad’s here, Keith Pearson’s here, Tommy Pearson,
Cliff Pearson, I’ve got another couple of uncles, Kenny Railton and
Frankie Railton’. ‘Oh’, he said, ‘you can start on Monday’.” Bruce
Grozier

“My dad had been there all his life, and his father was there before
him, his dad’s father, they called my dad Tom Chamber, and my dad’s
father Tom Chambers, but my dad’s father was a shipwright …and
my dad was a chipper and caulker.” Tom Chambers

Courtesy of Terence Ashbridge

Family ties

The trawler ASTER, 1963

View across the shipyard buildings, 1950s

“There was a few strikes, don’t get me wrong. But
apprentices when I was there, apprentices couldn’t go
on strike, only the journeymen could go on strike....
But it wasn’t like you do things like for the ships. … So
we finished up just making pokers for a fire, but we
couldn’t work on anything that went on the ships, they
stopped you doing that.” George Hook

“It was a general strike… national Shipbuilding and
Engineering… for three weeks, and I always remember,
the Union, you can laugh if you like, they paid us £1
strike pay on the second week, but we got nothing
the first week … on the third week they asked us for it
back, because the Union was going bankrupt. So we
had to give them their quid back, like.” Jack Coates

“Disputes did crop up now and again but not so many
with Cook Weltons because I suppose it was because
you were on piece work and you wouldn’t have the
same incentive really. The only time they’d have a
dispute it was over a price, which was very rare. ... The
only strike I remember was the national one that was
called in about 1954 I think it was. …We had more, far
more with Holmes.” John Cooper

Strikes were rare

“It was hard work because you are out in all weathers, there
was not sheds to work under like people have nowadays,
it was all open to the elements and you worked in cold
and damp conditions, I mean laying inside of a double
bottom of a trawler is no comfortable place to be especially
when they’re riveting around you… and there was no ear
defenders.” Neville Holgate

Herbert Ives at his saw, wearing the
ubiquitous ‘tippy cap’, c.1950

Working conditions at the shipyard,
c.1955

“They were used for different things, were the flat cap.
Because I always remember this chap, he was a shipwright
and he’d to mark it off where the hatch was going, with
a radius, like, and took his flat cap off and a bit of French
chalk, and I said - what’s that then - he said they call them a
tippy cap radius.” Jack Coates

“They had a Safety Officer, a chap called Tommy Bosworth,
and he went round all the time, improving the safety. I
mean, there were two lads killed before I went down there,
two apprentice riveters. There was ship in the river and the
bulwarks, which is above the deck, they were sat on the
bulwarks, skylarking and they both fell over into the river
and they both got drowned.” Bruce Grozier

got a bowler hat on going around the ships?’ He says ‘what
happens, if he was walking about and they didn’t like him,
they used to chuck a rivet down do you see?’ I mean they
were big rivets, and they could split your head open. And so
he had a bowler hat on.” Brian Wardill

“And all you went in to work was your old
go with a bowler hat on and a suit. And I said, ‘Why has he
clothes” (1955)

“The chap who was in charge, when I first went, he used to

“They once built this massive shed and somebody said,
Standing next to one of the fires used to oh it should be, say twenty degrees in there by the 1937
Factory Act, something like that, so we approached the
heat rivets, 1961
management and they said, yes, but that’s only when doors
are on - well there is a door on - yes, but we’re going to take
it off. So they took the doors off. There were always battles.
But of course it was bloody freezing with the doors off in the
winter. But they didn’t want to heat the place, you see. Cost
so much money.” Bruce Grozier

The Cook, Welton & Gemmell fire
brigade, 1947.

“There were accidents, somebody would lose a leg or an
eye. We didn’t have protective clothing and the sound was
deafening. I’ve got tinnitus and I think it was maybe caused
by that. All they did was put a bit of cotton wool in your
ears. There was people who was oxyacetylene burner who
wore goggles, and the welders had a mask but generally if
you were working round about you didn’t have anything like
that.” Jack Coates

Health and Safety was non-existent

In 1945 Edward Sheardown brought Ambrose Hunter to Beverley as managing director. Peace time brought a big demand for new ships and the yard was soon working to capacity with a work force of c.700 including office
staff, riveters, drillers, platers, caulkers, blacksmiths, burners, welders, shipwrights, joiners, painters and a French polisher. The next four panels look at various aspects of life at the shipyard, between the 1940s and the
demise of the shipyard in 1970s. We would like to thank all the ex-shipyard workers and people of Beverley who have contributed their memories to build up this picture of the Beverley shipyard.

Working at Beverley Shipyard (1)

Courtesy of Joan Binns

Courtesy of Eric Godson

Courtesy of George Warcup
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Apprentices making launchways in 1946

“I would say from laying a keel it would be about
two to three months before that trawler was ready
to be launched. Which was pretty good going when
you thought that every plate had to be riveted, every
hole had to be drilled in the plate to take the rivets,
you know there was a fair distance of time between.”
Neville Holgate

Immediately after the launch of
TRUEMAN in 1960. The timber blocks
have to be collected from the river.

Launch of SHELL STEELMAKER in 1956.

Preparing to launch a vessel, c.1960.

Ready to knock out the keel blocks, 1950.

“You start with the keel, they would lay the keel on
the blocks and then the frames would be constructed
at one end of the yard and they would bring them
along and you would have about 40 men carrying
a full frame and then that would be erected on the
ship with a crane and fastened to the keel. And they
would all be propped up just by wood props and then
you would put plates on and then you would start
laying the deck and the platers would start at the
bottom laying all the keel plates and gradually build
up, and that’s how it was done.” John Cooper

Building a ship

Ship in the process of being plated, c.1961

Framed ship skeleton ready to be plated, c.1930

Frames laid out ready to be added to the
skeleton of a ship, c.1950

Launchways prepared for the launch of
ROBERT HEWITT for C.D.Holmes.

“When we were apprentices working
in the yard … we used to love to watch
people who didn’t know the area
come and stand on the river bank if
there was a launch and see if they
could run faster than the water and
we’d take bets amongst ourselves - I
bet that one gets a soaking - no, no,
he’ll be too quick - nine times out of
ten they got knocked over with the
water!” Frank Clay

“It was always a major day, the
schoolchildren used to go and a lot of
people from Beverley, you know, the
residents used to go and watch it. But
if you stood on the opposite bank and
you wasn’t careful you would have
probably got drowned by the big tidal
wave that it made when it splashed
into the river.” Neville Holgate

“The Yard Manager … he used to
stand on the very edge of the jetty ...
and then as soon as the ship appeared
to move he would run towards the
ship and dodge underneath the keel,
and occasionally it took his hat off.”
Jim Tanton

“And then on the launch itself you
would knock out the props and there
would be just the keel blocks holding
it and then they would throw the
champagne bottle and the woman
would say “I name this ship so and so”
and they’d just knock the keel blocks
out and down it would go, and then
you got out the way cause there was a
big splash.” John Cooper

“There were wooden launch-ways
underneath, they were made by the
shipwrights in the yard, and standing
ways which were put down on blocks,
and there was a slight camber from
the keel of the ship down to the river.
So once it started to go it would
hopefully keep going. On top of those
were sliding ways, they was like a
male and female arrangement with
one fitted into the other set up on
wedges and all set up.” Jack Coates

Launches

See supplementary sheets for oral histories about the various working roles involved in building a ship.
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C.D.Holmes apprentice fitters
larking about, 1963.

“Cook Weltons was brilliant, they were … I mean they were very
far advanced … as regards other firms because they had night
school for their apprentices long before anybody else had, ...
so everybody got trained properly
whereas other firms weren’t doing
this sort of thing, so they were well in
advance of others.” John Cooper

“By the time I was 16 I was expected to work piece work, that’s
caulking decks alongside men when you were 16. And you got
a man’s wages less a third which was taken back because you
were an apprentice. The men always used to grumble that
they should have had the third because they had to suffer
us working, so it was a bone of contention. But we didn’t
complain, we never thought.” Jack Coates

“First day was like this awesome thing that you had to go
through as an apprentice you see, you had to go through this
initiation process where they painted your boots, painted your
overalls, did all manner of things to you, it was like an initiation
process going into the apprenticeship world.” Neville Holgate

“When you got to be 16, when you started your apprenticeship,
you had to be sworn into the union first, before they’d let you
touch tools. …You went to Buck Inn at Beckside and you had to
take your money every fortnight. …The secretary and treasurer
used to be up at Buck Inn in this room upstairs, you’d see them
walk up Beckside with a case. ...They could have collected it at
work really.” Tom Chambers

“You couldn’t start your apprenticeship until you were 16, you
see - well I was 15½. I was in [the Stores] for about a fortnight
and they wanted somebody - what they call a hotting lad,
working with a gang of riveters and I was sent to do it - I hated
that, but you were actually on the ships, then, you know,
fetching and carrying for a team of riveters. Cos they were
all on piece-work, you see, so if they wanted a cup of tea or
whatever, they didn’t knock off - the lad was sent for it. ...And
then on my 16th birthday I went into the Fitting Shop and
started my apprenticeship.” Frank Clay

Courtesy of Malcolm Cooper

Working at Beverley Shipyard (2)

Courtesy of Stefan Ramsden

Courtesy of George Warcup
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Apprenticeship

Courtesy of Jack Coates

Courtesy of Stan Byatt
Courtesy of Maureen Hoggard

Towing the NORTHERN REWARD
to Hull for fitting out. Often the
trawler would be deliberately
grounded at the best spots,
e.g. the pub on the bank at
Woodmansey. Crews could also
spot the best places on the bank
for picking wild mushrooms,
apples or crops of peas.

Children of the tug crews would
be taken on the trips downriver,
which took 5 tides. During low
tide the tug would lean over
and bunks had a board fitted
to the low side to prevent the
occupant falling out.

“Basically, people didn’t have cars. A lot of bicycles - when
shipyard left at dinnertime or at 5 o’clock at night or whatever
time it was we finished - Grovehill Road from the river up to
where the roundabout is, now at the corner of Swinemoor Lane,
was just solid. I mean you’d no chance of getting down with
anything, it was just a solid wall of bicycles coming out, you
know, and the odd aristocrat had his motorbike, but the bulk of
us were on pushbikes. I mean, even the foreman and the yard
manager rode pushbikes … the only people that had cars were the
Directors.” Frank Clay

And the bikes...!

“Each plater got paid by plate area, the amount of plate they put
up, but welders, you were paid by the foot, per foot of welding.
Riveters were paid each rivet, some rivets were a penny each, the
small rivets, but the bigger ones were more, but this is how we
got paid. The burners got paid per foot and shipwrights they had
different prices, prices per foot of wood, wood decking and things
like that. That’s how it worked.” John Cooper

Piece-work payments

“Two tugs would come from Hull, one at the front and one at the
back and they would tow it away and usually I think 3 tides was
the norm, they did it down on 3 tides, they’d have to rest you
know overnight while the tide came back up and then they were
off again.” John Cooper

“We just, basically, built the shell at Beverley Shipyard and then
they were towed down river to Hull … for fitting out.” Frank Clay

Fitting out

Courtesy of Mr Stow
Courtesy of Stefan Ramsden

Life at the yard
Social club

“The first day I was there I said to the man, where is the toilets, he said,
oh on the drain bank, and I walked into this toilet, you’ve never seen
nothing like it in your life. It was breezeblocks, three or four breezeblocks,
with a plank on it and at the back there was a channel bar on an angle
with running water and there were all these men sat there, and I’m 15
year old - not for me, thank you. But years later they built a proper toilet
block and they had running water, hot and cold, you know, and they had
proper toilets with doors on.” Bruce Grozier

“We had a shipyard club in Beverley that was ...
behind The Angel, that was Beverley Shipyard
Club. [I went] when I was old enough to drink like.
… Sometimes people would go to Grovehill pub at
lunch time some of them and have a couple of pints
during their lunch hour but if they were caught
and were intoxicated they were sent home then.”
Richard Brice

Courtesy of Arthur Bell

Facilities

Shipwrights’ cricket team 1950

“They used to come at night time, like soil men, and lift the flap up at
back, pull the debris out and then empty it and then shut it. And what we
used to do for a bit of fun, we used to get a newspaper, crumple it up and
then, when we saw somebody going in, who we didn’t like, we used to go
and lift the flap up, chuck the newspaper in, their bare bum showing, and
set fire to it. We weren’t very popular!” Brian Wardill

“We had a social club, with snooker tables, it was
down Walkergate…” Tom Chambers

Courtesy of Joan Binns

“And they had this washing area. … we had a ginormous basin, it would
be five, six foot diameter, maybe, with all this red hot water coming out,
and you used to stand there and get your hands clean before you came
home, and they had proper towels and things like that.” Bruce Grozier
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Courtesy of George Warcup

Group of shipyard workers calling themselves “The
Bible Class” in the 1920s

“It was a drinking club but they had snooker teams,
they had darts and domino teams, they had a Fur
and Feather Club, they use to display their pigeons
and rabbits and things like that. There was also a
gardening section, they use to have competitions
for best vegetable and down at the Shipyard in the
canteen there use to be … two blokes who taught
boys boxing, ... and they use to compete in Hull
in various contests. Big Bill Gibson he was one
of the blokes who ran it teaching boxing. … And
then we had the cricket matches played between
the different sections, the welders would play the
platers and the riveters and what not, you know
and you’d work to a final. … so there was a lot
going on.” John Cooper
“We got a boxing club together, and made a boxing
ring in the shipyard, none of us boxed, and the kid
that trained he was only one of the labourers. We
used to go and box some of the lads in Hull but we
always got beat, because they was all trained you
know, there's was proper boxing clubs, ours was
just going for a jolly.” Les Shaw

First annual dinner of the Beverley Shipwrights’
Association at the Grovehill Hotel in 1951

Taking a break c.1955

Eating

C.D.Holmes apprentice fitters
having fun c.1963.

Courtesy of Stefan Ramsden

“We used to take jam sandwiches, put a plate in the fire, you know, a bit of lump of
thin plate in the fire, put your jam sandwiches on the anvil, you just give it a wipe,
and toast them, oh yeah, toast them, so you had toast with jam, you know, jam
sandwiches toasted. … But it were warm and lovely to eat, alright you’ve got bits of
black stuff falling on sometimes, not the best, but that didn’t matter.” George Hook

Courtesy of Malcolm Cooper

“You tended to eat and drink where you worked, like the deck squad had a little area
and the bulkhead squad, a little area. All apprentices had one little place. When
you were an apprentice you all stopped together and in winter there were little potbellied stoves which we made ourselves out of pipes and there were big furnaces,
so you just used the coal that they got in for the furnaces in a winter, just to keep
warm.” Bruce Grozier

Shipyard staff at a vegetable and rabbit show, c.1950

Courtesy of Jack Coates

Courtesy of Jack Coates

“It was a smashing place to work”

Shipwrights at the yard 1950s

In the mould loft c.1958

Winter

“A lot of them were really, really clever men outside
the shipyard, you know. The shipyard itself was like a
little village, you know, if you wanted your hair cutting,
someone would cut your hair for you. If your bike was
flat, you’d take the wheel off and Ken Drew, he would
repair it for you. There was always somebody.” Bruce
Grozier
Courtesy of Stefan Ramsden

“Wintertime was a bad time in the shipyards and everything was frozen,
the pipes were frozen, the plates were frozen, it was really hard work. I
mean most of your workers there they had hands like dinner plates and
calloused and everything you know. Hard work, labour intensive, that
can’t be emphasised enough but now it is so much different.” Neville
Holgate
“And this letter came round, I mean, in a winter you were always cold, so
quarter to five, ten to five, you would go round the furnaces for a warm,
and this letter came out that anyone found near the furnaces, you know,
before five o’clock, you would lose a quarter of an hour of your pay. So
the foreman would come out and catch half a dozen of you and put your
names down, and you lost quarter of an hour.” Bruce Grozier

“It was a smashing place to work, I always thought.
There was loads of fun there…I always enjoyed it, there
was loads of kidding, but the work got done. … there
was fellows who was really greedy, and fellows who
was really generous, see when you was a lad fetching
and carrying, you used to get pocket money from them
…I just liked the atmosphere, and everything, if it had
kept going I reckon I’d have stayed there till I retired. But
it didn’t…I got made redundant at the end of the day.”
Tom Chambers

River Hull frozen in the winter of 1962/63
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“I got fed up once and went to Hessle. I was there six
months. But Hessle - well 70-80% of the Hessle people
didn’t like you. They used to call you Beverley Bastards,
they didn’t like you, because they were really, really good
tradesmen, were Beverley blokes, so when they went,
you know, they frowned upon them a bit.” Bruce Grozier

Towards the end of an era
The 1960s saw problems in the fishing industry, with the Cod Wars that followed the imposition of a 200 mile limit around Iceland, and problems in
Beverley’s shipbuilding industry where the increasingly large vessels were proving difficult to get down the sinuous river Hull. As a result CWG went
into voluntary liquidation in 1962, and although there were several rescue attempts the yard finally closed for ever in 1977. Only one independent boat
builder, Keith Marin, now remains on the river Hull at Grovehill.

Launch of LADY CECILIA in 1963. She was left unfinished by CWG
and eventually completed by C.D. Holmes.

“[Ambrose Hunter] knew what he was doing, and when he went back
to Scotland it had started to run down but it wasn’t just because of him
going, it was because the big stern fishers came on and we couldn’t build
‘em. Well we could build ‘em but we couldn’t get ‘em down the river.”
John Cooper
“Everybody knows what killed the
Beverley Shipyard, they started making
stern trawlers, instead of sideline
trawlers, and they made one but it
wasn’t a big one, by then they were
getting bigger and bigger, you just
couldn’t get them down the river. So
that just killed the yard off altogether.”
Les Shaw
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Once again C.D.Holmes foresaw
problems for their company with the
closure of CWG so they re-opened the
yard and undertook a programme of
modernisation and staff rationalisation.
The tug LADY CECILIA, started by CWG,
was completed by C.D.Holmes and
launched in July 1963.

Courtesy of Mrs Bobby Bateman

1959 saw the last steam-powered vessel to be built at Beverley, and in 1960 Ambrose
Hunter left Beverley to return to Scotland. Following the Government’s decision to subsidise
building of trawlers in foreign yards, the reduction in potential customers following
amalgamation of many fleets and, in particular, the serious practical problem of getting
increasingly large vessels down the river from Beverley to Hull, CWG decided to go into
voluntary liquidation in October 1962. The tug LADY ELSIE, launched on 31 October 1962,
was the last vessel built by CWG. In the
80 years of the company a total of 1317
vessels had been by CWG, 981 of them
at Beverley.

“It was mainly outside,...you had
all sorts of different sheds, but you
couldn’t really construct anything
Stern trawler NAVINA under
inside, you did a lot of work inside but
construction in the 1970s.
you couldn’t construct any big jobs
because you couldn’t get ‘em out the sheds. CD Holmes changed all
that, this big prefab shop, and after that we built in units and you built
it all upside down in sections and people would think there was nothing
happening and then all of a sudden within a week a ship would appear
on the berth cause they’d put a lump up each day and we’d end up with
a ship and then you would connect it all together and then launch.” John
Cooper
“It was all precisely organised in those days but in latter years before
I finished there was not enough shipwrights so different trades was
contracted in and it was sort of a mish mash where before it was one
blow. It had gone downhill by then.” Jack Coates

STIRLING ASH, built by Drypool, just after launch in 1975.

Drypool shipwrights, 1976.

The ferry AZIZIA, for Saudi Arabia in 1977, was one of
the last ships built by Phoenix. This picture illustrates the
difficulty of getting such large ships downriver.

“[By the end it was] mainly tugs.
...There seemed to be a good market
for tugs. Holmes built a lot of tugs and
then when Drypool came it was the
supply vessels for the oil industry, for
the oil rigs out in the North Sea and
then with Phoenix we went back to
tugs again. But there was only the odd
trawler here and there but not many,
small ones for Bridlington and places
like that, we didn’t get no big ones.
We did do a couple of stern fishers for
Holmes’ but again they were our size
that we could build.” John Cooper

Preparing the launchways for the
tug EXEGARTH, 1976

“When they started building, Drypool Engineering got an order for about
four or five North Sea oil rig support vessels because it was a rush to get,
to get the oil up the North Sea and there was that many penalty clauses
on if they didn’t get them finished by that time they was paying penalty
clauses out so we just had to work overtime to make sure that they could
get them out in time, and as I say, there was a lot of work involved.”
Alan Rawson

Courtesy of Grahame Huntley

Courtesy of Maureen Hoggard

In 1973 the yard became part of the Drypool
Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., which also included
Cochrane of Selby. However, Drypool over-reached
themselves and went into liquidation in 1976, badly hit
by the collapse of orders for new distant water trawlers
and over-capacity in the shipbuilding industry generally.
The yard was then acquired by Whitby Shipbuilders
Ltd, subsequently renamed Phoenix Shipbuilders Ltd.
Although they procured a contract to produce 6 ships for
Saudi Arabia a Receiver was eventually called in by the
Yorkshire Bank, which owned the assets, in 1977 and the
yard closed for the last time.

Courtesy of Jack Coates

In the joiners’ shop in 1969.

Courtesy of Jack Coates

Courtesy of Grahame Huntley

Courtesy of Maureen Hoggard

“A lot of these yards in Europe, Korea and these places where they build
ships now, those shipyards work 24 hours a day. When you’re investing
hundreds of thousands of pounds in plants, laser cutters and all these
computers and that, they work 24 hours a day whereas in this country
you finished at half past four and that was it. I mean, alright, you
work Saturday mornings and Sunday mornings if you wanted to.” Alan
Rawson

AL GAFFAY, one of the ships for Saudi
Arabia, on the stocks in 1975.

An unnamed ramped transport ferry was left unfinished but eventually launched by the
Yorkshire Dry Dock Co in March 1979, the last vessel to leave the yard.
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“Phoenix took over after C.D. Holmes and they went bust. ... It was an
Arab company and they used to have these agents where they paid the
agents the money and the agent paid the shipyard, and I think I’m right
in saying there were three ships, we got paid for the first one, we were
halfway through the second one and the money just dried up. He kept
the money and they refused to pay for any more work. So, well the ship
was half-built on the stocks and they just scrapped it, and it closed and
never opened again.” Bruce Grozier
“When the Receivers came, you had this firm of Receivers regularly and
I always remember, I was coming out of the yard and they said - hold
back, they want to tell you something - and they just more or less said
you’re finished, you know what I mean? … We knew it was coming, like,
but we thought, like, they would tell us on Monday, like, this is our last
week, but they didn’t - this is your last five minutes, sort of thing.” Jack
Coates

Nag’s Head, ferry and bridge

Cutting from the Hull Packet, 18 Nov 1828

In an attempt to improve the situation, in 1896 Cochrane & Cooper
proposed a scheme in which a swing bridge would be erected over the
river, going so far as to widen and pile the river, but the scheme was not
completed. Another bridge was proposed in January 1898 to carry the
North Holderness Light Railway from Beverley to North Frodingham, but
the company failed to raise the necessary money for the scheme. An
alternative bridge to the north of Cochrane’s shipyard was proposed in
1900 but was also abandoned.
While all these alternative plans were being made and abandoned
Joseph Scarr conceived a plan in 1897 to build a bridge across the river,
which would save time and inconvenience for his shipyard workers.
Although the actual date of construction is not known it was sometime
before August 1898, because the resulting floating swing bridge was used
as a special stand for the Mayor during the second river Gala of 1898.

From Pat Deans collection

The bridge with the two shipyards behind, c.1910.

Shortly before the Second
World War the bridge, by
now quite dilapidated, was
taken over by the Corporation.
During the war the Home
The pontoon bridge in 1949, by this time quite
Guard accidentally sank it
dilapidated and appearing to be hanging on its sills.
while on manoeuvres.
In 1948 a footbridge was proposed, but dropped in favour of retaining
the old bridge which was still capable of taking vehicles. However, it was
swept away and wrecked in 1949, so the Weel villagers had to revert to a
makeshift ferryboat.

In 1951 Cook, Welton &
Gemmell submitted a design
for a new bascule bridge, but
construction did not start
until 1953. On 19th October
1953 the mayor, Councillor
C.P. Dunn officially opened the
new bridge which was “a relief
to the community”.
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By February 1949 the bridge
had been wrecked so these men
leaving Scarr’s shipyard had to
revert to a small ferry boat once
more.

Paul Glazzard / Grovehill Bridge / CC BY-SA 2.0

In September 1893 Henry
Millett, a retired captain,
offered a higher annual
Shipyard and Nag’s Head (centre) in the 1880s with the
ferry boat visible on the bank below the inn.
rental for the Nag’s Head
than Thomas Harrison
and was granted the tenancy (and operation of the ferry boat). Sadly,
however, Millett found the boat to be in a state of disrepair by this
time. He also experienced difficulties arising from the fact that the ferry
landing on the opposite bank lay within Joseph Scarr’s shipyard, where
constant work on the approaches and river banks was underway.

Joseph Scarr’s floating pontoon bridge, with the
Nag’s Head and Crathorne’s mill behind, c.1906.

From Pat Deans collection

For the passage of boats the
bridge was swung round to lie
parallel with the east bank –
up or down river depending
on the direction of the tide
– and assisted by hauling-in
on one of the ropes secured
to the east bank. To return it
was winched back by hand.
After 9pm it was taken to its
moorings beside the east bank
until 6am the following day.

1890 Ordnance Survey map showing the
shipyard, Nag’s Head and line of the ferry.
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It was customary for the tenant
of any public house located
adjacent to an existing ferry to be
responsible for the running
and maintenance of the
ferry. The last ferry boat at
Grovehill was built in 1884
by Thomas Harrison who,
like the rest of his family,
was also a ship’s carpenter.

The swing bridge had a
variable-height landing on
the east (Weel) side, but a
fixed landing on the west side,
resulting in a drop of 2-3ft
from bridge to landing stage
on high tides, impossible for
all but pedestrians and cyclists.
At such times other traffic had
to travel round via Hull Bridge.

From Crosby, K. “The old Grovehill ferry bridge,
Beverley”.

Henry Harrison, who was building
ships in the Grovehill yard from
at least 1820, was the licensed
victualler at the Nag’s Head from
1823 to 1834. His father William
was the victualler before him, from
1806, and Henry’s son William
took over the license after Henry’s
death from “excessive drinking” in
1837. The tenancy was passed to
the ship owner George Porter when
he briefly owned the shipyard in
1850, and then to William Lundie
from 1869-72. The Harrison family
once again ran the pub from 1874
when Thomas Harwood Harrison,
another of Henry’s sons, took over.

From Pat Deans collection

The Nag’s Head, ferry and bridge were inextricably intertwined with the shipyards (both Grovehill and Scarr’s) throughout their history. As was often the
case, the innkeeper was also the ferry man, the last ferry was built by a member of shipbuilding Harrison family, the swing bridge that replaced the ferry
was built by Scarr and the eventual bascule bridge that now crosses the river was designed by Cook, Welton & Gemmell.

The new bascule bridge from Grovehill to Weel,
which can be lifted to allow boats to pass through.

Carpenters’ yards on the Beck (1)
In addition to the Beverley Shipyard located at Grovehill there were two important carpenter’s yards located on the Beck near the lock. Their histories
are linked not only to each other, but also to the Grovehill yard itself.

The original course of the Beverley Beck was north
of its present line, with difficult access to the river.
In 1734 a dock to house a ‘Market Boat’ for trade
with Hull was approved by the Corporation and
was probably constructed on the south bank of the
original line of the Beck.
Drawing showing the original course of
the Beck, with the likely location of the
Market Boat dock constructed in 1734, and
Chapman’s new route to the south.

In 1802, using a scheme devised by William
Chapman, the course of the Beck was diverted
southwards and a lock built at the junction with the
river. This made access to and from the river easier,
facilitated maintenance of the Beck and allowed
the Beverley and Barmston Drain to pass under the
Beck virtually at a right angle. The area between
the old and new courses was termed the Garden
Ground. The Beverley and Barmston Drain bisected
the Garden Ground and created parcels of land to After 1827 the original northern course of the
Beck had been filled in and access created
east and west.
from the first dock into the new line of the

Hazlehurst’s ‘Second
Dock’

Drawings reproduced from Grindell 2008 by permission of the author.

First dock (or ‘Dock on the Lock’)

In 1858 the Corporation accepted a proposal for a
second dry dock to be built on the east side (the river
side) of the drain close to the main lock gates. Bids for
this work had been received from Bethel Bowser Scarr
and John Hazlehurst. The lease for the site was awarded
to Hazlehurst whose original plan was to construct a
new dry dock with gates at each end - one opening onto
the Beck, the other directly into the river. However, the
foundations for the gates at the river end proved to be
unstable and only those at the Beck end could be fitted.
Just how many vessels were built by Hazlehurst during
his tenure at the Second Dock is not clear as he was also
building at Grovehill, but up to 1869 at least nine vessels
were recorded, mainly for inland waterway traffic.
By 1893 the tenancy of the Second Dock had passed to
William Henry Harrison and, having quit the tenancy of
the First Dock, Harrison continued to run his business
from the Second Dock (see Harrison’s Yard).

Beck.

From Grindell 2008, reproduced by permission of the
author

Corporation records indicate that in 1827 John
Lockwood took over the lease of the ‘Dock on the Lock’ to the west of the drain (probably
the first dock housing the Market Boat). His sub-tenant was probably Henry Harrison, who
managed both this and the Grovehill Yard until his death in 1837. Henry’s son William then
became tenant of both shipyards until he himself died in 1849. Although the Harrisons no
longer managed the Grovehill yard from this time the Harrison family’s connection with the
‘Dock on the Lock’ continued to pass from father to son until 1893. By this time it appears
that William Henry Harrison had taken over tenancy of Hazlehurst’s ‘Second Dock’ and was
content to operate his business from there (see Harrison’s Yard).

Warren’s Yard at the First Dock

The lock area after 1860, showing the First Dock to the
west of the drain, and the Second Dock to the east,
created in the Garden Ground by John Hazlehurst.

The keel BEVERLEY nearing completion in 1906,
built for Thompson & Co by Joseph Hunter
(standing third from left).

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

Although Thompson & Co had repaired the
dock walls by 1907 as required, by 1911 they
were ordered to quit the yard because of
failure to repair the gates. Joseph Hunter was
recommended as a suitable replacement, taking
over the yard himself in 1912 (see Hunter’s Yard).
Crowds on one of the barges, early 1900s.

Museums & Galleries: Beverley Guildhall, 2019

The two yards at the lock today. The original course
of the Beck is still visible along the line of the path
north of the present Beck.
From Grindell 2008, reproduced by permission of the
author

News that Warren intended to move on led to
the Corporation approving surrender of his lease
to the Hull firm of Thomas Thompson & Co.,
Canal Carrier of Drypool, in 1900. Despite having
to agree to terms for repair of dilapidations left
by Warren (who was clearly unpopular with the
Corporation) Thompson & Co took over the yard
and retained Joseph Hunter as working manager.

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

The movement of William Henry Harrison to the Second Dock in 1893 left the Dock on the
Lock vacant and the lease was taken by Willam Warren. Warren was working as Foreman
Ship’s Carpenter at Cochrane & Cooper at the time so employed Joseph Hunter as his
yard manager. Warren was ambitious (whilst
at Cochrane & Cooper he invented a newly
patented method of mounting rudders) and also
acquired a second site at New Holland.

List of vessels built at the two Lock Yards from 1863 to 1938.
We would particularly like to thank Derek Grindell for his help with researching
the early history of all the yards, and for giving us permission to use items from
Grindell (2008), “Beverley’s ‘carpenter’s yards’ (1756-1956) and the story of the
last wooden keel; the evolution of Beverley Beck navigation and East Yorkshire
drainage.” (Published by East Yorkshire Local History Society).

The three Hunter brother, Jack, Harry and William at the
yard, c.1945

The launch of HALLS AVANCE, November 1921.

The HALLS AVANCE being prepared for launch in November
1921.

Museums & Galleries: Beverley Guildhall, 2019

Joseph Hunter with his sons William (left) and Jack (right), probably
dating from around the time Joseph took over the Yard.

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

After HALLS AVANCE work began on a keel boat as a speculative
venture but a customer was not forthcoming. The half-finished keel
boat sat on Beckside for more than 10 years until finally in 1936 it
was completed and sold to London & North Eastern Railways as a
dumb lighter. Registered in Grimsby as No.34 it was the last wooden
keel to be built in a Beverley yard.

Hunter’s yard, as it became known, was equipped only to build
wooden vessels. Initially its main trade was building and repairing
barges but in 1921 it was contracted to build a motorised cargo
vessel for Fred Hall. The HALLS AVANCE was fitted with a Swedishmade engine, which unfortunately proved unreliable for North
Sea trips and was converted for use as a timber carrier between
Hull and Leeds, and as a tow for lighters. Requisitioned during
WW2 it was reported to have been sunk by enemy action whilst on
Admiralty service.

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

Courtesy of Howard Hunter
Courtesy of Howard Hunter

Thompson & Co’s failure to repair the lock gates on Warren’s old
yard in the First Dock in 1911 resulted in them losing the tenancy of
the yard. This provided the opportunity for Joseph Hunter and his
sons to take over the lease in 1912 and establish their own business
here. Joseph retired in 1933, leaving his sons William, Jack and
Harry to carry on the business until the firm finally closed in 1956.

Barge at Hunter’s Yard, mid 20th century.

At the eventual launch of the LNER barge (No.34) in 1938.
The bottle was said to contain lemonade rather than
champagne!

The ribs of the unfinished keel can be seen on the bank
behind the floating keel in this drawing by Thomas Bonfrey
Burton from the 1930s.

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

Hunter’s Yard

ERALS DDX1525

Courtesy of Howard Hunter

Will Hunter at work on one of the lifeboats in
the main shed, c.1943

Twenty years after the last keel, the last
boat was built at the yard, a small craft
suitable for river fishing. Will Hunter
spent his final days at a retirement home
in Driffield where he had a small joiner’s
workshop. There he made several model
boats including one of a Humber Keel
which was purchased by John Smiths
brewery to display in their new public
house-The Humber Keel.

In the years just before WW2 the economic
prospects for trade in UK were generally
poor. However, following advice from a
Board of Trade inspector, Hunter’s began
a very busy period throughout the war
constructing clinker-built lifeboats. Many
went to equip vessels being built by Cook,
Welton & Gemmell and others to a Board
of Trade store in Hull. They also received a
special order from the Admiralty to build
small wooden barges called ‘skids’. Exactly
what they were to be used for was not
disclosed at the time but later it was found
they were fitted with magnetic coils and
used for sweeping magnetic mines.

Carpenters’ yards on the Beck (2)

Curtesy of Howard Hunter

The keel MONTGOMERY at Harrison’s Yard, c.1915

William Henry (far right) and workforce with the keel JANE MARIA,
possibly in the yard for repairs.

Museums & Galleries: Beverley Guildhall, 2019

The keel FALCON at Harrison’s Yard, c.1905

Eddie Harrison working at the Cook, Welton &
Gemmell shipyard on a clinker-built dinghy for
Ambrose Hunter’s son, c. 1950.

The entrance to the dry dock can be seen just beyond the bow
of the foreground barge in this image from 1972, with the lock
and lock-keeper’s cottage to the right.

In the 1950s the yard was
occupied by Lock Marine
Services and managed by
Frank Lawrenson, previously
of Pearson’s in Hull. One of
their commissions was a
series of model ships to be
used in the naval warfare
battles at Peasholm Park in
Scarborough.

How well Harrison’s Yard fared during the emergency years of the two World
Wars is not clear. Like their neighbours, Hunter’s, their skills were in the
construction and maintenance of wooden vessels, and even before the end
of the 19th century the use of iron and steel was gradually taking over the
shipbuilding industry. The post-war decline in orders finally persuaded Teddy
and Tommy, now aged 74 and 65 respectively, to close the yard in 1950. Eddie
went on to find employment at Cook, Welton & Gemmell. Subsequently the
yard was mainly only used for servicing the fleet of Hodgson’s Tannery barges.

Frank Lawrenson of Lock Marine Services
launching a model of JERVIS BAY bound for
Peasholm Park, c.1950.

Oil painting of Harrison’s Yard, 1964, by Edwin Harrison

W.H. Harrison (far right) with his summer workforce c.1899. His
eldest son Teddy is seen in the back row holding a caulking hammer,
with younger brother Tommy next to him.

William Henry, with his sons Teddy and Tommy, and grandson Eddie, continued
to run the Second Dock, which became known as Harrison’s Yard. The Harrison
family became linked to the neighbouring Hunters when Joseph Hunter’s son
William married Ada, one of the daughters of William Henry Harrison, in 1907.

Courtesy of Mrs Jane Kelsey
Courtesy of Mrs Jane Kelsey

When John Harrison died in 1876 his youngest son William Henry continued
the family business. It was William Henry who quit the Dock on the Lock in
1895 over a dispute with the Corporation about repairs to the lock gates,
having apparently already taken over the lease of the Second Dock from John
Hazlehurst.

Courtesy of Alan Lewis
Courtesy of Alan Lewis

Until the outbreak of the First World War Harrison’s Yard was kept busy with
repairs and maintenance work and construction of new vessels. Records
show that between 1897 and 1915 Harrison’s Yard built 11 keels for two Hull
companies, J.A.Scott and Thomas Wilson, who were investing in freight-carrying
capacity. The yard was also used extensively by Hodgson’s Tannery to maintain
its fleet of 15 keels. William Henry retired some time after 1915.

From Pat Deans collection

Harrison’s Yard

Courtesy of Mrs Jane Kelsey

Carpenters’ yards on the Beck (3)

Courtesy of Ron Pett

